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Abstract—We propose a multichannel erbium-doped-fiber ring laser in which the spatial separation of 40
spectral channels is produced by a pair of dispersive elements: a multiplexer and demutliplexer. Both 2- and
3-channel generation modes with the possibility of channel switching and power control were used and studied experimentally. The long-term stability of these generation modes on a several-hour time scale is at least
10%. The generation characteristics are described satisfactorily by a simple phenomenological model. In the
framework of this model the interaction between the generation channels, which stems from saturation in the
active media, is determined by the cross-saturation coefficients, which depend on the frequency spacing
between the channels. Good agreement was found between the experimentally measured spectral dependence of the cross saturation and the spectral shape of the holes in the gain spectrum of the erbium amplifiers.
In the three-channel generation mode, suppression of the central channel occurs with an increase in the
pumping power. An explanation of this effect is given.
Keywords: multi-frequency laser, multichannel laser, ring laser, erbium-doped-fiber laser, wavelength multiplexing, multichannel telecommunication system, telecommunication frequency grid.
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INTRODUCTION
The interest in lasers that are capable of generation
at several wavelengths stems from the possibilities for
their application in different areas of science and technology. Multichannel lasers have advantages in comparison with single-mode lasers in such application
areas as interferometry, laser distance ranging, holography, environmental monitoring, and differential
measurement methods. They may be used to design
high sensitivity and precision devices and instruments
[1–6]. Multichannel laser applications in radiophotonics are a new trend [7]. Another area is optical fiber
communications, where multichannel lasers may be
used for testing multichannel communications systems with spectral multiplexing (DWDM) [8–15].
Gas-phase lasers were the first multichannel lasers.
Because of the non-homogeneous broadening of the
active media, it is rather straightforward to obtain stable multichannel generation using these lasers [2, 5].
Replacement of the gaseous active media with a solidstate active media at the next step led to a significant
increase in the durability, reliability, efficiency, and
manufacturability of multichannel lasers [16–19].
Several methods to decrease the competitive interaction between the generation channels that arise due
to the homogeneous broadening of the amplification
band in solid-state lasers have been suggested and
investigated. The most general leveling method for the

power of generation channels is the automatic adjustment of the losses in the individual channels. With the
use of this method, highly stable bidirectional generation modes in solid-state ring lasers have been
obtained [3, 20]. Other methods that have been proposed to decrease mode competition are spatial and
polarization frequency spacings of generation channels in active media [18, 19, 21–25] and non-linear
optical methods for stabilizing the multichannel generation [26–28].
Testing modern high-speed optical-fiber communication systems with spectral multiplexing (DWDM
communication systems) requires a multichannel light
source that is tunable in the 1530–1560 nm region [8–
14]. The most promising source of this type is the
erbium-doped-fiber laser (EDFL). The multichannel
generation mode for this laser has been studied in a
number of works [1, 29–32].
As was shown in [1], stable two-channel generation
with desired generation wavelengths may be obtained
by careful adjustment of losses in generation channels.
However, this laser design was not able to provide
wavelength tunability in the entire C-region and provide multichannel generation with more than two
channels.
In this work, we used a telecommunication spectral
multiplexer–demultiplexer as a narrow band filter;
these are applied in optical-fiber communication lines
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Fig. 1. The experimental device: an erbium-doped fiber (1), a diode pump laser (2), an optical insulator (3), multiplexers (4, 6,
9), a tunable attenuator (5), optical splitters (7, 8), and an optical spectrum analyzer (10).

to obtain the standard spectral frequency grid [11–15]
with a step of 100 GH. Our laser design allowed us to
test the feasibility of multichannel generation with
numbers of channels from 2 to 40. We studied the twoand three-channel generation modes in detail and
demonstrated that it is possible to tune each channel in
the entire C-region (1530–1560 nm). In the threechannel generation mode, we observed and explained
the effect of central channel suppression with an
increase in pumping power.
1. THE EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the proposed multichannel laser. A standard erbium-fiber amplifier of the
type that is applied in optical communication systems
was used as the amplifying media. The active element, an erbium-doped fiber (1), is pumped by a
diode laser (2) that emits at 980 nm. The pump current is varied in the 60–300 mA region. One-directional generation was obtained using built-in optical
isolators (3) at the amplifier input and output, which
protect the amplifier against reflected emissions. The
OM-40-AV-PM 40-channel multiplexer-demultiplexer (4) at the amplifier output divides the radiation
into 40 channels. The spectral frequency spacing
between the channel is 100 GHz. The outputs of the
work channels are coupled with the inputs of tunable
attenuators (5). In turn, the attenuator outputs are
coupled with the inputs of the corresponding channels
of a second multiplexer (6). The emission that is combined in the second multiplexer is directed to the input
of the amplifier. For each channel, the attenuation is
individually controlled using programmable attenuators (5). The range of dynamic tuneability of the VOA
attenuators is 0.1–30 dB. The multiplexer–demultiplexer pair provides spatial frequency spacing and then
merging of up to 40 spectral channels. Part of the radiation is taken out of the resonator via a 10% splitter (7).
Using a 1% splitter (8) the 1% beam is directed to a
spectral analyzer (9) (Anritsu MS9710B) and the 99%
beam is directed to an Im-40-AV-PM multiplexer (10),
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which is used for the coarse measurement of power in
each channel during the initial adjustment. The
MS9710B Anritsu spectral analyzer is capable of
recording radiation in the 600–1750 nm region with a
power in the region from –90 to +10 dB. The wavelength measurement uncertainty is +50 pm.
The two-channel generation mode was studied
using either the general scheme of the multichannel
laser (Fig. 1) or a simplified scheme in which the OM40-AV-PM demultiplexer (6) was replaced by a 50%
splitter. The results that are presented in the next section were obtained for both of these schemes.
2. A STUDY OF TWO-CHANNEL
GENERATION
In the course of this work stable generation was
demonstrated for arbitrary channel pairs from the
nearest C38 (1546.92 nm) to C40(1545.32 nm)
(0.80 nm) to the most remote C21 (1560.61 nm) to
C40 (1545.32 nm) (15.29 nm) at a pump current above
250 mA. At a current of 200 mA the powers of the C21
and C40 channels after adjustment by the VOA attenuator are –15.78 and –15.09 dB, respectively. A
decrease in the pump current to a value below 200 mA
results in significant changes in the ratio of the channel powers.
The non-monotonic dependences of the channel
powers on the pump current can be explained by
changes in the polarization-dependent losses as the
pump current varies. The experimental measurements
showed that the sensitivity to a change in the losses in
one channel is significantly larger than that to a
change in the losses simultaneously in two channels.
The sensitivity to the change in the losses in one channel increases as the spectral spacing between the channels decreases and, vice versa, decreases as the frequency spacing increases. In the experiment, the
channel losses were tuned by varying the VOA transmission coefficient. Figure 2 shows the dependences
of the channel powers on the transmission coefficient
of the controlled channel. The obtained plots have the
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Fig. 2. The dependences of the powers of the channels on the losses in the controlled channel (black squares). Tvoa is the attenuator transmission coefficient. The channel numbers are given in the legends.

characteristics of the two-channel generation
X-shaped form.
The temporal stability of the two-channel generation for different pairs of channels was studied at a
pumping current of 300 mA. The temporal instability
of two channels with a large spectral frequency spacing
(C21 and C40) does not exceed 0.6%, while for a pair
of closer channels (C36 and C40) it is rather large, viz.,
it reaches 3%.
Our experimental studies showed that at a pumping
current of 300 mA, stable two-channel generation can
be obtained for any pair of 40 channels of the standard
grid of the telecommunication frequencies in the
region from 196.1 THz (1528.77 nm) to 192.20 THz
(1559.79 nm). The correspondence between the spectral channel numbers and the frequencies (wavelengths) in the grid of the International Electro-communication Union was given in [36].
3. A STUDY OF THREE-CHANNEL
GENERATION
Three-channel generation was obtained for any
three of the 40 channels. Similar to the two-channel

case, the stability of three-channel generation
improves as the frequency spacing between the channels increases. Switching of the generation channels in
the working laser was demonstrated experimentally.
The minimal frequency spacing between the working
channels was 100 GHz (generation in the neighboring
channels).
Figure 3a shows the spectrum of three-channel generation with the working channels 39 (1559.79 nm),
40 (1560.61 nm), and 41 (1561.42 nm). A decrease in
the power of the central channel is observed in this
generation mode as the powers of the other two channels increase (Fig. 3b). This result can be explained
theoretically by assuming that the cross-saturation
coefficients decrease as the frequency spacing between
them increases. Our measurements of the cross-saturation coefficients confirmed this explanation (see the
next section).
When the frequency spacing between the generation channels is above 400 GHz, the three-channel
generation is stable in a wide region of the pumping
power; the powers of all three generation channels
increase steadily as the pumping power increases.
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Fig. 3. The three-channel generation spectrum at a frequency spacing between the channels of 100 MHz (a) and the dependences
of the channel output powers on the pump current (b).

4. DISCUSSION
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To describe the multichannel laser we will use the
phenomenological equations of the balance approximation taking the inter-channel interaction via saturation of the inverse population into account [33]. The
most important parameters that determine the features of the multichannel generation are the cross-saturation coefficients.

for which the losses change only in the first channel
(δ1 ≡ δ, δ2 = 0) and the cross-saturation coefficients
are the same (ζ12 = ζ12 ≡ ζ) have the form [33]

I1

∑

(1)

where αi is the excess of pumping above the threshold
in the corresponding generation channels under the
assumption that generation in the neighboring channels is absent, G = T1/τPhot is the ratio of the inversion
population relaxation time to the electric field decay
time in the resonator, Ii are the normalized radiation
powers in the corresponding channels, ζij are the
cross-saturation coefficients, ni are the normalized
amplification coefficients for the corresponding channels, δi are normalized additional losses for the corresponding channels, and τ = t/T1 is the normalized
time.
The two-channel generation is stable only if both
cross-saturation coefficients are lower than one. In
this case, the output powers of both the channels
increase as the pumping power increases. The stationary solutions of system (1) for the case of two channels
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1−ζ

(

2

)

(α − 1) + ζ α − 1
1+ δ
.
I2 =
1 − ζ2

The equation system for the normalized powers
and gain coefficients has the form

di I
= [(hi − 1 + δ i )I i ]G,
dτ
di n
= α i − ni (1 + I i +
ζ i I j ),
dτ
i≠ j

α − 1 + ζ(α − 1)
(
)
,
= 1+ δ
(2)

As follows from (2), the dependences of the channel powers on the losses in one of them have an
X-shaped form in the two-channel generation
region. The susceptibility to losses, which is minimal
at ζ = 0, grows as ζ increases, reaching its maximum
at ζ = 1. In the latter case the X-shaped dependence
transforms to a stepwise dependence, while the width
of the two-channel generation region drops to zero.
The latter indicates that the switching between the
generation channels is due to a change in the value of
the losses.
The cross-saturation coefficient ζ can be determined from the experimental dependences of the
channel powers on the losses in one of them. This is
done by selecting a value of ζ for which the best agreement between the theoretical and experimental
dependences I1, 2(δ) is attained. As an example, Fig. 4a
shows the experimental and theoretical dependences
of the powers of two channels on additional losses in
the first channel. The theoretical dependences were
obtained via numerical solution of Eq. (1) with adjustment of the cross-saturation coefficient. As is seen,
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cation gaps that are measured experimentally [34].
The competition-reducing mechanism in the erbium
laser (i.e., the mechanism that is responsible for the
fulfillment of the ζ < 1 inequality) is the same as the
one that is responsible for the gap in the amplification
spectrum of the erbium amplifiers. This question was
discussed in [34] and the references cited therein. In
our opinion, the gap-formation mechanism is not
completely understood as yet and requires further
study. Without the gap formation mechanism it
appears not to be possible to explain the relatively
high stability of the two-channel generation, especially when the frequency difference between the
generating channels is above 300 GHz, as was already
noted in [35].
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As follows from equation system (1) and has been
confirmed experimentally, two-channel generation at
equal losses and the channel amplification coefficients
are stable at any pump power that exceeds the threshold value if the normalized cross-saturation coefficients are less than unity (ζ < 1).
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Fig. 4. The experimental (dotted curves) and theoretical
(solid curves) dependences of the two-channel powers on
the attenuator transmission of one of the channels. The
match between the experimental and theoretical dependences is provided by the choice of the cross-saturation
coefficient value ζ (a). The dependence of the cross-saturation coefficient, ζ, on the frequency spacing between the
channels (b).

the experimental and theoretical dependences are in
good agreement at ζ = 0.78. The experimental dependences were obtained for channels 21 and 40 at a frequency difference of 1.9 THz.
Using this method we obtained the cross-saturation coefficients for different channel pairs. It turned
out that to a first approximation the cross-saturation
coefficients, ζ, depend solely on the frequency (wavelength) difference (see Fig. 4b): the cross-saturation
coefficient increases as the channel frequencies
become closer and, respectively, decreases as the frequency difference increases. The dependence of ζ on
the frequency difference can be approximated by a
bell-shaped curve (Fig.3b shows half of this curve
plotted for the dependence of ζ on the frequency difference module between the channels). The width of
the curve coincides with the spectral width of amplifi-

As also follows from equation system (1), threechannel generation is stable at equal losses and channel amplification coefficients, as well if the cross-saturation coefficients for any pair of the channels are
less than one (ζij < 1) and, in addition, are equal to
each other ζ12 = ζ23 = ζ13 However, as follows from
Figure 4b, the cross-saturation coefficients of the outermost channels ζ13 are smaller than the cross-saturation coefficients ζ12, ζ23 of the central channel by the
outermost channels: ζ13 < ζ12, ζ23 In this case, if the
inequality

ζ12 = ζ 23 >

1 + ζ13
2

(3)

holds, the three-channel generation mode does not
occur, because the central channel is suppressed (it is
assumed that ζ12 = ζ23 and ζij = ζji for any pair of
indexes). It is possible to obtain three-channel generation under such conditions by increasing the losses
for channels 1 and 3. The numerical solution of (1)
shows that in this case an increase in the pump power
first results in generation in channel 2. The power in
this channel increases with an increase in the pump
power as long as it is below the generation threshold
for channels 1 and 3. A further increase results in an
increase in the power of channels 1 and 3, while the
channel 2 power drops to zero.
The numerical solution of equation system (1) also
shows that at an inter-channel spacing that is larger
than 300 GHz when the cross-saturation coefficients
are approximately the same (see Fig. 4b), three-channel generation is stable and the powers of all three
channels increase steadily as the pump power
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increases. This is seen in the experiment at an interchannel spacing of 100 GHz (see Fig. 3).
CONCLUSIONS
We obtained simultaneous two- or three-wavelength generation in an erbium-fiber laser. The commercial multiplexer that is used to produce the standard DWDM grid in optical fiber communication
lines, which was used in this work as a narrow band filter that determined the generation wavelengths, provides a rather simple method for channel wavelength
switching. The long-term stability on a several-hour
time scale is at least 10%.
In the two-channel generation mode the interchannel frequency spacing can be tuned in the 0.1–
4 THz region with a step of 100 GHz. The generation
characteristics are described rather well by a simple
model in which the interaction between the channels
is determined by one independent parameter, viz., the
relative cross-saturation coefficient. The experimental
and theoretical results are in a good agreement. The
cross saturation is maximal in the case of the neighboring channels and decreases as the inter channel frequency spacing increases. An increase in the pump
power always results in the stabilization of two-channel generation. In the case of three-channel generation
and at a spectral spacing between the channels of
100 GHz, the central channel intensity decreases with
the pump power.
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